COLLEGE-WIDE AWARDS

Valedictorian and Roland P. Beattie Award
ALEXANDRA BRAVerman, English and American Literature, History

Diploma Recipient
DEBORAH LUBANGA, History, Journalism

Standard Bearer
JONATHAN ROSENTHAL, Neural Science

College of Arts and Science Alumni Association Award
ARIELLE ANDREWS, Politics
MARYNA ASIPCHUK, Mathematics
RAVI PANCHOLI, Biochemistry

Dean's Awards for Scholarship
MELANIE CALERO, Environmental Studies
MOHAMMAD SADIC, Biology
MEGAN STEINER, English and American Literature

Faculty Memorial Award
ANDRÉS FAJARDO RAMIREZ, Economics, Philosophy
JOHN SANTUCCI III, Chemistry

Sherborne Vernon Damerel Award
CAROLYN HENNECKEN, Global Public Health/Biology
NICHOLAS SACHS, Biochemistry
IVING XU, Social and Cultural Analysis

Alvin H. Zagor Memorial Prize
NIKA ARZOUMANIAN, History

Albert Borgman/Phi Beta Kappa Thesis Competition Prizes
JOSEFA BITENC, Medieval and Renaissance Studies
ISABELLE KLINGHOFFER, Politics
JOHN SANTUCCI III, Chemistry
BRYNN SHERMAN, Neural Science

Gregory D. Legon Memorial Award
AMARI BROWN

Kenneth Bromberg Memorial Prelaw Award
ELIZABETH LEVIN, Psychology

Hossein Jafari Memorial Award
NICHOLAS SACHS, Biochemistry
Morris and Clara Gratz Memorial Award
TERESA QI, Biochemistry

P.O.I.S.E. Program
MARYNA ASIPCHUK, Mathematics
NICHOLAS JACKSON, Computer Science
GREGORY RODRIGUEZ, Mathematics
GABRIELA SIKORSKA, Psychology

SCHOLARSHIPS

Antonio Mazzeo Memorial Scholarship
TERESA VU, English

Charles Andrew Stahl Memorial Scholarship
CAREN DOUEIRY, Biology

Chesler Prelaw Scholarships
SANA MAYAT, Middle Eastern and Islamic Studies, Politics
RYAN THOMAS, Politics, Public Policy

Elizabeth Claster Memorial Scholarship
NIKITA ROACH, Politics

George Granger Brown Scholarships
IRAJ ESHGHI, Physics
SHANNON HALEY, Physics
ZAIN JAVAID, Chemistry
IGOR MAKSIMOVIC, Chemistry
SCOTT MALLEY, Physics
RAVI PANCHOLI, Chemistry
LAUREN RANGEL, Chemistry
NICHOLAS SACHS, Biochemistry
JOHN SANTUCCI III, Chemistry
JUN WEN TAN, Chemistry
DAVID ZHENG, Biochemistry

Irving H. Jurow WSC ’29 Prelaw Scholarship Achievement Award
INTISARUL ISLAM, Politics

Laurence Goodstein Memorial Scholarship for Prelaw Students
EMILY SZEMAN CHAN, Sociology
ELIZABETH JIAXING HE, Economics, Psychology
Global Awards

Harry S. Truman Memorial Scholarship
   KRISTAL MCLEOD, Politics (Recipient)
   ISABELLE KLINGHOFFER, History, Politics (Finalist)

Schwarzman Scholarship
   KES RITTENBERG, Economics

Departmental Prizes and Awards

Anthropology
   RAFAEL AGUIRRE, Department of Anthropology Prize (co-recipient)
   ISABELLA BIBERAJ, Alumni Undergraduate Travel Award (co-recipient)
   ADRIANNA BORYS, Department of Anthropology Prize (co-recipient)
   JUDY DANG, Alumni Undergraduate Travel Award (co-recipient)
   TANNER KOVACH, Alumni Undergraduate Travel Award (co-recipient)
   GAGARIN ZHAO, Annette B. Weiner Memorial Prize

Art History
   DANIEL BORERRO, Evelyn Jablow Lilienthal Award
   DANIELLE JOHNSON, Ada Louise Huxtable Award
   JULIA KATZ, Eileen Guggenheim Award
   SARAH LUBIN, Jane Costello Memorial Award
   NELE MAYER, Douglas F. Maxwell Award (co-recipient)
   SARAH MYERS, H.W. Janson Scholarship (co-recipient)
   SUMMER PERLOW, H.W. Janson Scholarship (co-recipient)
   OZANA PLEMENITASH, Douglas F. Maxwell Award (co-recipient)

Faculty Choice Awards:
   SARAH BIGLER, Faculty Choice Award
   BARRON BROCKSMITH, Faculty Choice Award
   AYSE SENGOR, Faculty Choice Award
   ROBIN SMITH, Faculty Choice Award
   MARIA STOJANOVIC, Faculty Choice Award
   ANQI XU, Faculty Choice Award

Biology
   SAMUEL AKIL, Chair’s Biology Award (Senior) (co-recipient)
   CAROLINE HENNECKEN, Chair’s Biology Award (Senior) (co-recipient)
   TANIM JAIN, Horace W. Stunkard Prize
   NINA MARYN, Chair’s Biology Award (Junior) (co-recipient)
   MOHAMMAD SADIC, Charles H. Willey Prize in Biology Honors
   MOHAMMAD SADIC, Wortis Biological Prize
   PRIYANKA SRIVASTAVA, Chair’s Biology Award (Senior) (co-recipient)
   ALEXANDER SWAN, George Schwartz Prize
   SIJIA XU, Chair’s Biology Award (Junior) (co-recipient)
   LAWRENCE ZELDIN, Chair’s Biology Award (Sophomore)
Chemistry

Hatem Abdallah, Isidor Rubiner Award
Anna Chessky, Chemical Rubber Company Prize (co-recipient)
Chaim Feigen, Harold Seidenstein Award
Zain Javaid, Departmental Scholar Award
Briana Mullins, Edward A. McNelis Thesis Prize (co-recipient)
Ravi Pancholi, Edward A. McNelis Thesis Prize (co-recipient)
Lauren Rangel, NYU Chemistry Alumni Association Award
Nicholas Sachs, Arthur E. Hill Prize
John Santucci III, Morris Fishman Award for Excellence in Organic Chemistry
Youngjae Sung, Lillian Lindhardt-Solotoroff Prize
Long Yat Tam, Chemical Rubber Company Prize (co-recipient)

Classics

Michael Destafano, Lionel Casson Prize
Paige Kostanecki, Bluma L. Trell Prize
Anne Lagatta, Josiah Marshall Favill Prize

Comparative Literature

Kevin Beerman, Senior Thesis Prize (co-recipient)
Daniel Cheng, Senior Thesis Summer Research Grant
Nicole d’Alessio, Senior Thesis Summer Research Grant
Bergen Hendrickson, Senior Thesis Prize (co-recipient)
Kyungtae Na, Senior Thesis Summer Research Grant
Emma Thomas, Senior Thesis Summer Research Grant

Computer Science

Sebastian Ament, Academic Excellence
Aarti Bagul, Most Promising Student in the Junior Year
Chaitanya Garg, Outstanding Performance in Computer Science
Felix Goldmann, Outstanding Performance in Computer Science
Carlos Guzman, Most Promising Student in the Junior Year
Danna Kelmer, Academic Excellence/Service to the Department and Academic Excellence in the Honors Program
Erika Lage, Academic Excellence
John Ryan, Academic Excellence/Service to the Department

Creative Writing

E Yoon Chang, Tory Dent Research Scholarship
Sheila Huang, Academy of American Poets Judith Lobel Arkin Poetry Prize
David Sobalvarro, Tory Dent Research Scholarship
Jordana Weiner, West 10th Editors’ Award in Poetry
Kit Zauhar, West 10th Editors’ Award in Prose
Adnan Zarf, Academy of American Poets Judith Lobel Arkin Poetry Prize, Honorable Mention
EAST ASIAN STUDIES
SIQI SHI, East Asian Studies Prize

ECONOMICS
TANVI GUPTA, Murray Altman Prize
ANDRES FAJARDO RAMIREZ, Emanuel Stein Memorial Award

ENGLISH
CHARLINE JAO, Dean Archibald L. Bouton Memorial Award
SIM WEE ONG, Michael L. Owen Prize (co-recipient)
KASHIF RAVASIA, Vocal Interpretation Prize
ANDREW SCHLAGER, Estelle M. Holmes Award and Roger Lee Deakins Prize
ANNESHA SENGUPTA, Michael L. Owen Prize (co-recipient)

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
Martin Hoffert Graduation Prize:
MELANIE CALERO
NAFISA CHOWDHURY
CHRIS EWELL
KRISTINA SOKOURENKO

CENTER FOR EUROPEAN AND MEDITERRANEAN STUDIES
KELLY DAVIS, European and Mediterranean Studies Prize

FRENCH
KELLY COOK, Bernard Garniez Memorial Prize
LOUISE DE GAY DE NEXON, Prix Germaine Breé
BRANDON GREER, Prix d’Excellence
ALINA PASTOR-CHERMAK, Prix Jindrich Zezula
FAUSTINE VAN DEN BOSCH, Prix Spécial du Département
SEAN WAXMAN, Michelle Lepautre Prix d’Excellence

GERMAN
CLARISSA KARANTZIS, Donald Parker Prize
IVANA MATJEVIC, Auguste Ulfers Memorial Award (co-recipient)
NELE MAYER, Auguste Ulfers Memorial Award (co-recipient)
NANCY WU, Ernst Rose-G.C.L. Schuchard Anniversary Prize

SKIRBALL DEPARTMENT OF HEBREW AND JUDAIC STUDIES
GREGORY RODRIGUEZ, B’Nai Zion Prize
ALANA WEISMAN, Joseph Berliner Award

ALEXANDER S. ONASSIS PROGRAM IN HELLENIC STUDIES
MADELEINE BALL, Rae Dalven Prize
History

MARK ALEXANDER, Nathan Schoengood Award
ALEXANDRA BRAVERMAN, Bessie and Louis Levy Award
FRANCESCA DEROSA, Distinguished Leadership Prize
KRISHNA KULKARNI, Cecilia Bull Scholarship
ASHA KUZIWA, Richard Hull Fellowship
JEFFREY CHEUK HIN NGO, Helen M. Jones Prize
YOOJIEAN PARK, Elihu Rose Research Fellowship
COURTNEY SY, Kwame Yeboah Daaku Memorial Prize in African History

International Relations

AARATI COHLY, Best Presentation Thesis Prize
CHRIS EWELL, Best Honors Thesis Prize
ARNAV MODY, International Relations Program Prize
ERIN NENDZA, Fiona McGillivray Prize
SEPAND SOHEILI, Dean’s Award in International Relations

Italian Studies

ASSIA DZHAPARIDZE, Guido Cavalcanti Award
JUANA GUGLIELMINO, Italian Cultural Institute Award (co-recipient)
SKYLAR JEFFRIES, Italian Cultural Institute Award (co-recipient)
KYLE MANCUSO, Casa Italiana Zerilli-Marimò Award

Journalism

ELIZABETH GURDUS, Don R. Mellett Prize
RACHELLE KRYGIER, James Fenimore Cooper Memorial Prize
DEBORAH LUBANGA, Anna and John Peter Zenger Award
CHRISTOPHER MULLEN, Editor and Publisher Prize
YUMNA PATEL, Marlene Sanders Undergraduate and Graduate Award
NICOLE PUGLISE, Edwin Diamond Award
KATE STARR, David James Burrell Award
EMILY WOOD, Joyce Kilmer Prize

Linguistics

CHRISTOPHER HYMAN, Robert A. Fowkes Award (co-recipient)
HANNA MULLER, Robert A. Fowkes Award (co-recipient)
LYNN SHIN, Edward Sapir Award (Anthropology and Linguistics)

Mathematics

SEBASTIAN AMENT, Perley Lenwood Thorne Memorial Award
MARYNA ASIPCHUCK, Mathematics Award
TAHER DALEH, Hollis Cooley Memorial Prize

Mathematics Award for Academic Achievement:

ANDREJ KOPANYI
CARMEN LAI
HAO HUA LI
RUITU XU
RAN YOU
MEDIEVAL AND RENAISSANCE STUDIES CENTER

JOSEFA BITENC, Medieval and Renaissance Studies Program Prize and Medieval and Renaissance Studies Honors Thesis Prize

MIDDLE EASTERN AND ISLAMIC STUDIES

ALEXANDER CHARLES, Evliya Chelebi Prize
SIKANDER MIAH, Middle Eastern and Islamic Studies Award
KATHRYN MIN XI CHUA, Rumi Biruni Prize
EMINA OSMANDZIKOVIC, Ibn Khaldun Prize (co-recipient)
NIHAL PATEL, Premchand Prize
JATAN SABHARWAL, Baba-e-Urdu Prize
ZACHARY SCHWARZBAUM, Ibn Khaldun Prize (co-recipient)

MUSIC

JAMES YOUNGSUNG KIM, Elaine R. Brody Prize
SOOYUN LEE, Gustave Reese Memorial Prize
TYLER MAXIN, Hanna van Vollenhollen Vories Memorial Prize

CENTER FOR NEURAL SCIENCE

MARK KHOURY, Samuel M. Feldman Thesis Prize
RICHARD PEREZ, Cajal Neural Science Thesis Prize
BRYNN SHERMAN, Sherrington Award for Neural Science Undergraduate Research

PHILOSOPHY

BRIDGET BRASHER, Salomonowitz Memorial Prize (co-recipient)
ANDRES FAJARDO RAMIREZ, Salomonowitz Memorial Prize (co-recipient)

PHYSICS

LAUREN BLACKBURN, Farres P. Mattar Scholarship
SCOTT MALLEY, Samuel F. B. Morse Medal
MICHIO TANAKA, Sigma Pi Sigma Prize

WILF FAMILY DEPARTMENT OF POLITICS

INGA BAGEPALLI, James Gordon Bennett Prize
DANIEL BROWN, College Prize in Politics
JACLYN CASTELAR, Rita Cooley Prize
BIDDY FRAGA, Dean’s Award in Politics
JEFFREY HU, Youssef Cohen Politics Department Prize
ISABELLE KLINGHOFFER, Best Thesis in Politics

RELIGIOUS STUDIES

SAAHIL BRAHMBATT, Religious Studies Prize

RUSSIAN AND SLAVIC

LIAM DIXON, Russian Language Studies Prize
KANAK GOKARN, Russian Language Studies Prize
BRIANNA PHILPOT, Russian Language Studies Prize
ALEX TORCHIO, Russian Language Studies Prize
SOCIAL AND CULTURAL ANALYSIS

KENZI ABOU-SABE, Social and Cultural Analysis Advocacy Award
AVA AHMADBEIGI, American Studies Award and SCA Best Honors Thesis Prize
BRENNA DARLING, Metropolitan Studies Academic Achievement Award
JUSTINE DAUM, Metropolitan Studies Program Prize
MARGAUX FRANCONI-AQUINO, Gender and Sexuality Studies Academic Achievement Award
RACHEL LARYEA, Africana Studies Award

MATTHEW LIM, Distinguished Achievement in Asian/Pacific/American Studies Award and SCA Thesis Prize, Honorable Mention
ISAAC MORALES, Latino Studies Award
NIHALANI MOHIT, Metropolitan Studies Urban Advocacy Award
IVING XU, Social and Cultural Analysis Program Prize

SOCIOLOGY

KATHERINE DONNELLY, Alexander L. Shluger Award

SPANISH AND PORTUGUESE

VERONICA CARCHEDI, Zake Morgan Memorial Award
REMINGTON STUCK, Award for Excellence in the Honors Thesis (Iberian Studies)
JULIA ROMANI YANOFF, Award for Excellence in the Honors Thesis (Latin American Studies)